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1 - Chapter 1: The Return of the Emeralds

Return of Metallix - The sequel to The Three Chosen Ones

Chapter 1: The news of the emeralds

Chameezeedroid: Sonic, Knuckles, and Tails....

Sonic: Well done! You learnt our names , Mr.Flame!

Chameezeedroid: It has been three months since the deaths of....you know

Knuckles: Really?....I don't think anyone will ever recover from what happened.

Chameezeedroid: I'm afraid the world still isn't safe....

Tails: Oh No!! Now what are we going to do!?

Sonic: Chill Tails! I'm sure It's nothing we can't sort out!

Knuckles: I'm confused, Flames! We beat Eggman, what more can we do.

Chameezeedroid: It's not Eggman this time...

Tails: Then who is it?

Chameezeedroid: Metallix! He's back!

Sonic: But he exploded!

Chameezeedroid: I know but apparently that only weakened him. He has been restored in an incubation
room

Tails: Oh No! But he's no match on his own...

Chameezeedroid: He has brainwashed Shadow.....

Knuckles: Tails spoke too soon!

Sonic: Where are they?

Chameezeedroid: In eggmans ship.

Knuckles: How could the gods allow this, flames?



Chameezeedroid: They said that only way to truly defeat evil is by collecting all the Chaos emeralds, you
have the rainbow one and the dark blue one. You still have red, green, gold, silver, light blue and Purple
to collect.

Tails: You mean the dark blue one that I found!

Sonic: So what do we do, Flames?

Chameezeedroid: Let me do the talking!! You three must take the Tornado to Effliacia Island, the Red
emerald is someone on that island and Rouge the Bat is there looking for it, she might also help you on
your adventure.

Knuckles: Alright

(the three of them walk into the garage where the Tornado is kept)

Sonic: Tails! Your ship looks really dusty!

Tails: I never thought we'd need it again!

Chameezeedroid: There will probably always be some looney trying to take over the world guys!

Sonic: Tell me about it!

Chameezeedroid: Good Luck!!

(Chameezeedroid dissapears in a whiff of flame with a cheesey smile on his face)

Knuckles: That guy's Smile is really startin' to annoy me!

Sonic: Come on let's get inside the Tornado

Tails: Alright!

(The three of them get inside and Tails starts the engine)

Sonic: Drive us there, Mecha-Master!

Tails: Hehe! Buckle up!

(They put there seatbelts on and the engine starts with a VROOOOM! They then speed off into the sky,
on their way to Effliacia Island)
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Chapter 2: Effliacia Island, Here we come!

Sonic: How long is it, Tails?

Tails: We're not far off, now!

Sonic: Great!

Knuckles: I'm going to the kitchen to get some grubb

(Knuckles exits through a door)

Sonic: It was smart of you to place a living area, kitchen and dining room inside the Tornado, Tails!

Tails: Thanks Sonic!

Sonic: Tails, Do you think we'll here anything from Ryu? We haven't seen him since his sister died.

Tails: Who knows

(Meanwhile in the Kitchen, Knuckles is alone chopping Onions)

Knuckles: Now for a good old Onion sandwhich..........Ah No my eyes! I need a tissue!

(Knuckles is about to leave for the bathroom for tissue when a big flame appears. This flame changes
into Chameezeedroid)

Chameezeedroid: Can you fix me an onion sandwhich as well?

Knuckles: What are you doing here on the Tornado?

Chameezeedroid: Thought I'd check up on you guys! Having a kitchen inside a spaceship would slow
the whole vehicle down i thought!

Knuckles: Nah, It doesn't! It can still go up to 300mph

Chameezeedroid: I suppose travelling with you guys means i have to get used to this painfully slow
method of transport!

Knuckles: Yeah! Yeah! Whatever! No-one's stopping you from teleporting Flames.

Chameezeedroid: Yes, but I hate having to wait for you on my own. I look silly.



Knuckles: Why do you have to be alone? You could hang out with Rouge on the island, tell her of our
coming.

Chameezeedroid: I might just do that!

Knuckles: Good on you! See ya flames!

Chameezeedroid: Bye

(Cheezeedroid puts on his smile and dissapears in a whiff of fire)

Knuckles: That damn Smile!! Now to get some tissue from the bathroom!

(Meanwhile in the cockpit)

Sonic: Knuckles sure is taking a long time!

Tails: I see the island up ahead!

Sonic: Effliacia Island, Here we come!

(Meanwhile on Effliacia Island, Rouge is searching for the Red Emerald in the Meadows of Llar

Rouge: Where could it be!

(Chameezeedroid appears in a whiff of flame)

Rouge: Hey! Aren't you Chameezeedroid, I heard all about you!

Chameezeedroid: Well that's nice!

Rouge: Uhuh! Why are you here, flames?

Chameezeedroid: Why does everyone think up the nickname for me! Can't people think of any other
name!

Rouge: Okay.....But i like flames! You still haven't answered my question, anyhow!

Chameezeedroid: I came here to tell you that Sonic, Knuckles and Tails are coming to help you find the
emerald!

Rouge: Cool! Hey I can see their ship coming!

Chameezeedroid: Yep, that's them!
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Chapter 3: The Red Chaos Emerald

Rouge: Hey guys

(Sonic Knuckles and Tails join rouge as Chameezeedroid dissapears)

Sonic: Hey Rouge!

Rouge: I'm clueless, I'm glad you came, now we can use chaos control to find the emerald

(Sonic, Knuckles and Rouge Jump into each other forming a ray of light to tell them where the area is.)

Sonic: We still can't find it, it must be in a different part of the island!

Tails: Why don't you three scan the village!

(Remaining in chaos control they go to the village with Tails following them)

Knuckles: Still nowhere to be found!

Tails: I found it!

Sonic: What? How? We were using chaos control!

Tails: Who knows!

(Chameezeedroid appears in a whiff of smoke)

Chameezeedroid: Special abilities like Chaos Control are jinxed on this island, as for the chaos emerald
i'll take that!

(Chameezeedroid does his trademark smile)

Knuckles: Oh, stop it!

(Tails hands over the chaos emerald)

Sonic: Hey, Rouge, your friend Shadow has been brainwashed evil by Metallix.

Knuckles: So we were wandering if you wanted to join us!

Rouge: Of course i will! Boot up the Tornado, Tails!



Tails: Alright!

(They go inside the Tornado, Chameezeedroid, still smiling, dissaprears in a flame)

Rouge: Now to get the next emerald!

Knuckles: Right! And I'm gunna finally eat my Onion sandwhich!

(Knuckles exits to the kitchen)

Sonic: Yeah! I'll fix myslef some grubb as well!

(Sonic exits to the kitchen)

Rouge: Okay, then. Tails...It's time for takeoff

Tails: (In drivers seat) Alright!

(The Tornado speeds of through the air)
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Chapter 4: The journey to Velo City

(Sonic and Knuckles are eating in the kitchen)

Knuckles: mmm! I love a good onion sandwhich

Sonic: You have wierd tastes, Knuckles!

Knuckles: What are you eating then?

Sonic: A good old Tuna Bap!

Knuckles: How nice for you!

Sonic: I'm eating this in the cockpit, coming?

Knuckles: Okay!

(Sonic and Knuckles join Tails and Rouge in the Cockpit)

Tails: Hey you guys!....ummm.....do you guys know where we're supposed to be going?

Knuckles: Nah! You're the driver!

(Chameezeedroid appears in a flame)

Chameezeedroid: Guys, guys, guys!

Rouge: And gals!!!

Chameezeedroid: And gals!!! You need to head to Velo City, the land where the fastast and most
powerful transportation in the world is built!

Tails: WOW! Maybe they'll be stuff there to improve the Tornado's abililties!

Chameezeedroid: No doubt there will be! But you four are going there to find the green chaos emerald!

Tails: Alright! Tornado! Locate Velo City on the radar!

(The Radar shows Velo City)

Chameezeedroid: I'm going to use your bathroom for a sec



(Chameezeedroid walks through a small metal door frame and turns right)

Rouge: Are we there yet?

Tails: Not quite

Rouge: Are we there yet?

Tails: No

Rouge: Are we there yet?

Tails: NO!!!

Rouge: Are we there yet?

Tails: Uhuh!

Rouge: Really?

Tails: No!

(They both start laughing)

Knuckles: These two get on just a bit too well.

Sonic: Sure thing!

FLUSH!!!

(Chameezeedroid comes in)

Chameezeedroid: I like the golden toilet!

Tails: I can see Velo-City!!

Chameezeedroid: Excellent, I'll see you there!

(Chameezeedroid does his annoying smile and dissapears in a flame)

Knuckles: ....If he does that one more time!!!!! -

Tails: Prepare for landing guys......and gals!
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Chapter 5: Omega's Attack

(Everyone gets out of the Parking zone into the city)

Rouge: What a bustling Metropolis!

Sonic: Uhuh! This is city life!

(A speeding ship fly's past rouge)

Driver: HEY GET OUT OF THE WAY!!

Rouge: CANT YOU SEE I'M WALKING HERE, MORON!?

(Tails giggles)

Knuckles: Woah! Calm down, Rouge

Sonic: Hey! Look! There's all smoke coming from that jewellery shop!

Knuckles: Sounds like we got trouble

Rouge: Let's check it out!

(They use their fast running to dash into the jewellery store)

Omega: I HAVE DESTROYED YOUR STORE! HAND OVER THE GREEN CHAOS EMERALD OR I
WILL DESTROY YOU!!

Tails, Knuckles, Sonic and Rouge: (To each other) The green chaos emerald?

Jeweller: I don't know what you mean....the only green emerald i have is the one in this gold amulet.

Sonic: The green chaos emerald has obviously be found by this jeweller!

Rouge: He must have though it was a gem and placed it inside an amulet!

Omega: HAND IT OVER!!

Rouge: OMEGA!!

Omega: ROUGE! WHAT ARE YOU DOING HERE!?



Tails: We're searching for that emerald!

Omega: NEVER!

(Omega snatches the chaos emerald and escapes)

Sonic: I bet he's headed to the robot refugee home!

Tails: Why do you think that?

Knuckles: And did you know about a refugee home for robots?

Sonic: I saw one on the way here!

(The four of them run at superspeed through the city, even overtaking some vehicles until they finally
find the robot refugee home and go inside)

Tails: There he is!!

Worker: No violence is permitted in here! Take it outside

(Knuckles thumps Omega so hard that he flies through the door and lands on the street)

Tails: Let's finish him!
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Chapter 6: The Green Chaos Emerald

(Rouge, Knuckles, Tails and Sonic are surrounding Omega against the wall)

Sonic: OMEGA!

Rouge: Hand over the emerald, Omega! I don't wanna hurt you, we were good friends once!

Omega: I FEAR YOU ARE RIGHT. HERE!

(Omega hands over the emerald)

Knuckles: Thanks Omega! Hey, do you wanna join us?

Omega: I CANNOT. MY LOYALTY MUST STAY WITH EGGMAN OR I MAY BE KILLED FOR
TREASON.

Rouge: I understand, farewell

(Omega runs away and the jeweller runs out of the building)

Jeweller: Hand that emerald necklace back you thieves!

Sonic: Sorry But-

Jeweller: Humph!

(Jeweller morphs into Shadow)

Sonic: Shadow!

Shadow: Sonic!

Sonic: Shadow! Try to remember us as friends!

Shadow: I cannot remember! Eggman has commanded me to kill you...as i must.

Rouge: Let's get out of here!

(They all get inside the Tornado)

Sonic: Step on it, Tails!



Shadow: Come back!!

(The Tornado takes off)

Shadow: Damn them!!
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Chapter 7: The Journey to Volcano Island

(Sonic, Knuckles, Tails and Rouge are in the cockpit)

Knuckles: Now that was close!

(Chameezeedroid appears in flames)

Chameezeedroid: It sure was! Hand that emerald to me would you?

Rouge: Here you go!

(Rouge hands him the Green emerald)

Sonic: Oh No! I see an enemy ship!

Tails: Relax! I'll use invisibilty boost!

VROOOM!

Tails: We are now invisible!

Sonic: How'd you do that!

Tails: I sneakily bought it while we were in Velo City!

Chameezeedroid: Very sneaky of you! You must now fetch me the Gold Emerald...it is held on Flickie's
Island!

Knuckles: Hey I ain't been there in years!

Tails: What a coinscedence, We're already there!

Rouge: While you guys have been chatting, we must have gotten there. It's right below us!

Tails: Prepare for landing

Knuckles: We've landed already!

Tails: Oh right!

Sonic: Now that's strange!



(They get off the Tornado to find an island filled with golden emeralds)

Chameezeedroid: All of these are fakes laid out by Metallix! You have to find the real one!

Sonic: What? How?

Chameezeedroid: You have to find one that doesn't quite fit.

Knuckles: That's not a lot to go on.

Rouge: All this gold sure looks pretty.

Tails: hmmm......
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Chapter 8: Team Chaotix

(Just then a large helicopter lands on the island and Vector the crocodile, Espio the Chameleon and
Mighty the Armadillo and Charmy the bee come out)

Rouge: Team Chaotix? What are you guys doing here?

Vector: Us? We'd like to know the same thing about you!

Sonic: Stopping Metallix, you?

Vector: Working for the owner of the Master Emerald

Charmy: Yeah! We need to eliminate Mr. Krabb by planting mines in this volcano.

Knuckles: Who?

Mighty: He wants to steal the master emerald from our master.

Sonic: Oh right! We're looking for the gold Chaos emerald

Espio: Oh! I found it! Here you go!

Knuckles: How do you know this is the right one?

Sonic: It's bigger than the others

Knuckles: Good Point

Tails: Well i guess we better be off.

Espio: Ok bye.

BOOOOOOM!!

Tails: What was that!

Knuckles: I don't know but It's not good!!

(Mr. Krabb, A crab robot and two Robotic hooded guards wielding scythes appear our of an explosion)

Vector, Espio, Charmy and Mighty: MR.KRABB!!!



Mr. Krabb: Indeed it is I. Robo-Reapers! ATTACK!

Mighty: Not more of these guys!

Knuckles: We'd better help them.

Sonic: Well I guess you definetly should, Knuckles. You are the guardian of the Master Emerald.

Knuckles: Chaotix! Where is the Master Emerald!?

Charmy: We buried under the ground!

Knuckles: On this island?

Charmy: Yeah.

Espio: Hold it! I've had an idea.

Vector: What?

Espio: We're on an island. Islands are surrounded by water. Water is bad for robots. Our enemies are
robots.

Mighty: Alright!

(Mighty Splashes water on a Robo-Reaper causing it to explode)

BOOM!

Mighty: YEAH!

(Vector does the same to the other one)

BOOM!

Vector: Alright!

Mr. Krabb: What? No! How could this be?

(Espio and Charmy splash as much water as they can onto Mr. Krabb)

Mr. Krabb: Wha...!? No.....NO!....NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO --

BOOM!!!!!!

Sonic: Hey...where's the Gold emerald?



Knuckles, Tails, and Rouge: You lost it!?
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Chapter 9: The Gold Chaos Emerald

Sonic: What do you mean!? I thought it was with you!

Knuckles: Nope! Rouge have you seen it?

Rouge: No. I haven't even held the emrald since we obtained it.

Tails: Well neither have I!

Vector: You guys lost that emerald you were so fussed about!?

Charmy: Wait....I saw Mr. Krabb have it. He had it when he exploded.

Mighty: Why would he want that if he was after the master emerald?

Espio: He was probably in alliegance with Metallix and Shadow

Tails: Damn! It probably exploded into the water!!

Knuckles: Or it could have been stolen.

Voice: You are correct!

Mighty: Who said that?

(Shadow speeds up in front of everyone)

Shadow: Guess!

(Rouge Steps in the way)

Shadow: Move!

Rouge: No! Give us the emerald and we'll tell you who you are.

Shadow: I am Shadow, disciple of Metallix.

Rouge: You've been brainwashed Shadow...We were your friends.

Shadow: You were never my friends.



Rouge: I was your best friend shadow! Try to remember!

Shadow: Move or I'll crush you!

Rouge: Don't you get it! Metallix is evil!!! He is using you to accomplish his dreams, he does not care
about your future!

Shadow: What?....YOU'RE LIEING!

Sonic: (Whispering) It's working!

Rouge: Metallix was once serving Eggman. The evil guy who enslaved you and took your memory away.
You are merely Sonic's clone

Shadow: What?...So you say I am a meaningless copy? Just a secret back and midnight clone of this
hedgehog standing before me.

Rouge: NO! It doesn't have to be meaningless....if you remember who you're friends are.....remember....

(There is a long pause as Shadow thinks)

Shadow: Humph! Why should I have to listen to any of this! to any of this! I'm returning this gold emerald
to Metallix.

Rouge: Why do you have to listen to me you say, huh? Now let's see...BECAUSE I'M YOU'RE BEST
FRIEND! You are not a meaningless clone!...If....You just help your friends...help us defeat Metallix and
you will no longer be a nobody...You'll be a hero...please,Shadow....remember....

(Shadow's eyes narrow as scenes from the past hit him like lightning.)

Shadow: I...I remember!

(With tears in the corners of her eyes Rouge hugs Shadow.)

Shadow: Here, Rouge.

(Shadow gives her the emerald, At the same time Chameezeedroid appears in a flame)

Chameezeedroid: I'll have that thank you!

Rouge: Here you gao Flames!

(She passes him the emerald)

Chameezeedroid: So, Shadow, Vector, Espio, Charmy and Mighty! Any of you guys wanna join the
team?



Shadow: I will. I owe it to...my friends.

Chameezeedroid: Great! And what about you guys?

Espio: We'd love to but I'm afraid we can't

Charmy: Yeah, we gotta stay and guard the master emerald!

Vector: Sorry!

Chameezeedroid: Yeah! I understand. Well I guess you guys better get inside the tornado.

(They all get in except for Knuckles)

Sonic: Come on Knuckles!

Knuckles: Hey guys...I think I'll stay here.

Sonic:What? Why?

Knuckles: It's my responsibility. I am the guardian of the Master Emerald...I'll stay here with Chaotix

Tails: (Crying a little) We'll miss you Knuckles!!

Knuckles: Don't worry. I'll return.

(As the tornado leaves, Knuckles and all of Team Chaotix wave at them as they wave back)

Sonic, Shadow, Rouge and Tails: Bye Knuckles! Bye Chaotix!
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Chapter 10: Metallix's evil plans

(In Metallix's chamber)

Metallix: OMEGA!! You let them live!

Omega: Sorry Master!

Mettalix: My plan was to ambush them at Velo City. I had even sent in Shadow as backup! And he was
disguised as a jeweller!

Omega: Is there anything I can do to make up for my wrongs?

Metallix: Get inside the torture room and I'll let the torturers deal with you!

(Two Robo-Reapers take him into the Torture Chamber)

Mettalix: Robo-Spy!

(Robospy enters)

Metallix: What news do you bring?

Robospy: Shadow has remembered his past and joined Sonic!!

Metallix: What! You imbecile!! What else!?

Robospy: And Mr. Krabb has been defeated...

Metallix: And you watched and let it happen!

Robospy: Well I'm a spy you told me not to Inter --

Metallix: No more lip!

Robospy: Aah!

(Metallix uses a katana saying "Eggmans sword" and slices Robospy's head off.

Metallix: Robo-General!

(Robo-general enters the chamber)



Robo-General: Sir, Yes, Sir!

Metallix: What are your plans to obliterate Sonic and his friends?

Robo-General: Sir, how about if we capture one of them and use them as bait? Sir!

Metallix: But I cannot take an army. It will be too big and blow my cover.

Robo-General: Sir, You don't need an army, Sir!

Metallix: (Holding a sword to Robo-Generals Head) Are you questioning my instructions?

Robo-General: (Sweating) S-S-Sir, No, Sir. I Just...Sir, maybe it would be easier If I just went with one or
two of my trusted men, S-S-Sir

(Metallix puts the sword away)

Metallix: Good idea. I wan't you to do this right now or....You can join Omega in the torture chamber!
Hahahaha!

Robo-General: Sir, that won't be neccesary, Sir! Sir, I will do as you order, Sir

Metallix: Then be off!

Robo-General: Sir, yes, Sir!

(Robo-General leaves, Two Robo-Reapers take in a very beaten up Omega)

Omega: Please Master, Stop this!

Metallix: I hope you've learned your lesson

(Omega reaks free of the Robo-Reapers and leaves the main chamber of Metallx's ship)

Metallix: What? He's escaped!....Well don't just sit there! After him!

Robo-Reapers: YES MASTER!

(Robo-Reapers leave the chamber)

Metallix: (to self) Now it seems all the pieces of he puzzle are fitting in place...It just seems there is
always one missing corner piece. And this last piece will be mine! Nothing can stop my evil plan. For it is
the smartest and Murkiest Scam. And if anbody gets in my way, for them it will be the end of the day!
Nothing in this world could cloud up my path, and if they do so then I'll laugh, for there life will end at the
moment they protest, and my schemes will stretch Sonic to the mightiest test. Without even having to
intervene, the deaths of my foes are yet to be seen. But when they happen, cheer, With pride I will. For



my rule of the world'll be solid and still. And if anything, anywhere stops me from doing my deeds, I
doubt this will happen but I'd better plant the seeds. Because these are the foundations to my mighty
mean empire, All in this world will bow down to me, And tell me I rule so graciously, sire! Today I'm in a
metaphoric mood! For nothing can stop me, I don't meen to sound rude! But I will rule this world with an
iron grip, Once Sonic and his friends, there lives do slip!! Hahahahaha!
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Chapter 11: Little Palmy Beach

(In the Cockpit of the Tornado)

Shadow: This is a nice place, Tails!

Tails: Thanks, Shadow!

Sonic: It's not gunna be the same with out Knckles though.

Rouge: Well the supplies of Onions are now staying high in this ship!

(Everyone laughs except Shadow)

Shadow: I don't get it.

Sonic: He's famous for eating Onion Sandwhiches.

Shadow: Oh.

(Chameezeedroid appears with his cheesey smile)

Sonic: No one is here to complain about that smile of his now.

Shadow: Can you stop that smile, It's annoying me.

Sonic: Sheesh! I spoke too soon.

Rouge: So who's looking to kill us now, Flames?

Chameezeedroid: (Sarcastic and Fake) Ha ha

Rouge: I was serious.

Chameezeedroid:Why doesn't that suprise me? I came to bring news of Metallix's new army of
Robo-Reapers

Tails: How many has he got?

Chameezeedroid: He did have 20. Now It's 18 because Chaotix destroyed two of them on the island.

Sonic: Is that it?



Shadow: Good Question. Does he have any generals or officers.

Chameezeedroid: He has a Robo-General, a Robo-Spy, and Omega. Omega has escaped and is
running around his ship. He is no longer loyal to Metallix.

Rouge: Oh No! Poor Omega!

Shadow: Do you think he'll make it

Chameezeedroid: He's just come from a torture session and when they found him he'll be in for another
one and perhaps even killed.

Rouge: Oh No! I hope he remains okay.

Chameezeedroid: What happens now between good and evil is up to you guys I guess.

Tails: Yeah, cool stories, Flames but what about the emeralds?

Chameezeedroid: Cuttting straight to the point I see. Yes, well you now have to obtain the Silver
emerald.

Rouge: And where can we find the silver emerald?

Chameezeedroid: Just keep going north until you get to Little Palmy Beach.

Tails: Oh No!

Shadow: Exactly what I thought. Hermit Crabs everywhere over there.

Rouge: Yep pinching at your feet all the day.

Sonic: Aww, man, you gotta br joking. I HATE Hermit Crabs!

Chameezeedroid: Well guys, It's just a risk you'll have to take.

Tails: We're there already at that Beach place. I guess we better land.

(The tornado lands and they all get off board)

Rouge: Nice Place!

Chameezeedroid: Well I'm off. Or I'mgoing to be late for my meeting with Hera, Athena and Aphrodite,
Bye Bye!

(Chameezeedroid dissapears in a whiff of flame with the same cheesey smile)



Shadow: Damn Smile!
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Chapter 12: The Light Blue Chaos Emerald

(Sonic and Rouge run into the beach)

Rouge: Hey where's Tails and Shadow?

Sonic: Good point.

(They look left and they see Robo-General is holding them with his steel arms.)

Sonic: Tails!

Rouge: Shadow!

Tails: Help me Sonic!

Shadow: I'm sure I can get out of this don't worry about me!

(Robo-Reaper dissapears with both of them)

Sonic: Well that's bad.

(Chameezeedroid appears in a whiff of flame)

Chameezeedroid: You have no time now. First you must obtain the silver chaos emerald!

Sonic and Rouge: Right!

(Chameezeedroid dissapears with his smile on)

Sonic: Right. I bet Tails is really worried

Rouge: And I sure hope the're both OK.

Sonic: Me too.

Rouge: Now where could this emerald be?

(They begin digging and searching the beach, They talk during their search)

Sonic: Where are all the Hermit Crabs?



Rouge: Good point. I haven't seen any.

Sonic: Well I guess that's a good thing

Rouge: Yeah!

Sonic: Hmm....This emerald must be deep under the sand because I can't find it anywhere!

Rouge: Yeah I think you're right.

Sonic and Rouge: So lets start digging

(They dig for a while without any conversation.)

Sonic: My Spade has hit something. Something....Blue?

(Rouge lifts it out)

Sonic and Rouge: It's the Light Blue Chaos Emerald!

(Chameezeedroid appears)

Chameezeedroid: Well done I was hoping you'd find that!

Sonic: Then where's the Silver emerald?

Chameezeedroid: It's here. Just keep searching!

Rouge: Alright!

Chameezeedroid: Now don't be any more situations because I'm very busy on Mount Olympus.

Rouge: Okay, Flames. We wont!

Chameezeedroid: Good. Now Bye!

(Chameezeedroid does the cheesey smile and dissapears in a whiff of flame)

Sonic: Funny...Do you feel like we're being watched?

Rouge: No.....umm....actually now you mention it I do kinda.

(There's a rustling in the beach's bushes)

Rouge: What could be in there?

Sonic: Be prepared to defend yourself Rouge.



Rouge: Okay!

Sonic: Looks like we may be under attack

(They both face towards the bush ready for whateva is in there to lash out.)
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Chapter 13: Sonic & Rouge

(A giant Mechanical Egg with robot legs and machine guns emerge from the bush)

Sonic: Lets' go!

(The Egg-Bot shoots bullets.)

Rouge: Weave!

Sonic: Good idea!

(Sonic and Rouge weave in and out through the bullets)

Sonic: Rouge! Fly on the top of him!

Rouge: Okay!

(Sonic uses his blue tornado. Rouge lands on the Egg-Bot once it is upside-down)

Sonic: Do what you can, Rouge!

Rouge: I know!

(Rouge stomps on the Egg-Bot and it starts to crack)

Sonic: Keep it up! You'll crack it's shell!

Rouge: (stomping) Hiiiiiii-YA!!!!

(The Shell smashes leaving a robotic cuboid on metal legs which knocks Rouge off)

Sonic & Rouge: What the!?

(The Egg-Bot grows six more legs turning it into an arachnid. It then grows giant pinsirs, seven machine
guns and Rocket Boosters as well as increasing in size)

Sonic: What is that?

Rouge: The Egg-Bot isn't even an egg anymore!

Sonic: Time for my tornado!



(The Egg-Bot shoots in various directions, Rouge deflects them back at the Eggbotwith her wings
causing it's guns to malfunction)

Sonic: Excellent, Rouge! You disabled it's guns!

Rouge: I have my uses.

(Sonic flips it upside down with his tornaod attack)

Rouge: Let's stomp on this piece of metal once again!!

(Rouge carries Sonic on top of the upside-down Egg-Bot and they both stamp on its floppy disks and
hardrives)

Egg-Bot: MALFUNCTION! MALFUNCTION!

BEEP! BEEP!

Sonic: What's that noise?

BEEP! BEEP!

Rouge: Hmmm....

BEEP! BEEP!

Rouge: AAAHHH!!! This thing has become a timebomb!

(They jump off just as it explodes -- they fly through the air and eventually land)

BONK! THUD!!

Sonic: My head hurts! Any idea where we landed?

Rouge: Right by the Tornado.

Sonic: Excellent let's get inside.

Rouge: I hope you know how to drive that thing!

Sonic: I'm sure I'll get the nack of it.

Rouge: You don't!?

Sonic: Relax...
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Chapter 14: Rock Shifting

(The're both just about to go in when Chameezeedroid appears)

Rouge: What now, flames?

Sonic: Who wants our heads?

Chameezeedroid: The same people. You two can't leave.....

Sonic & Rouge: WHY!?

Chameezeedroid: YOU FORGOTTEN ABOUT THE SILVER CHAOS EMERALD!!!!!

Sonic: Ah! I knew we forgot something.

Rouge: We must have hit our heads harder than we thought when we landed from that explosion.

Chameezeedroid: Unluckily for you...there is another bad guy right under your ship who has the next
emerald.

Rouge: No wonder we couldn't find it! It was rght under us!

Chameezeedroid: Good luck!

(Chameezeedroid appears with his cheesey smile)

Sonic: How are we gunna move the tornado?

Rouge: We'll just have to dig!

Sonic: We'll be there for a hecka long time!

Rouge: Unless....

Sonic: You thought of a plan?

Rouge: We could drive the Tornado out of the ditch.

(They run to the door)

Rouge: Damn! The door is face down to the ground! We can't get in! We'll have to shift the Tornado



some over way.

Sonic:It's a ship with a mecha-monster under it....How are we on earth supposed to sort that out?!

Rouge: Wait...I have another idea!

Sonic: Oh No!!

Rouge: Shut up and listen for a second, Sonic! We're at a beach right.

Sonic: Ten out of ten there Rouge!

Rouge: Yeah, Whatever! Beaches have water!

Sonic: Wow! Now someone's learning fast!

Rouge: Just listen! We could use stones to change the flow of the estuaries around us and direct them
at the tornado, the strong current would move the Tornado along revealing the creature underneath and
the Silver emerald!!

Sonic: Hmmm...Okay! Let's do it!

(They talk while moving the stones and rocks)

Sonic: I wonder what kind of bad guy we'll encounter underneath.

Rouge: After the Egg-Bot I really have had enough of them.

Sonic: I can see what you mean, Rouge! But maybe It's for the best.

Rouge: Yeah, I guess your right there, Sonic! It could be a whole lot worse!

Sonic: Be careful Rouge!! Are you trying to jinx us or something!?

(They both chuckle and continue shifting rocks)
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Chapter 15: The Silver Chaos Emerald

Rouge: All done!

(The current floods over the Tornado, a giant Metal Hermit crab emerges from the newly made river with
the Silver Chaos emerald sticking out of it's head)

Sonic: How are we going to get that out!?

Rouge: It's using the Emerald as a brain or a power source...

Sonic: So you're saying that it's head is it's weak spot?

(The Giant Hermit Crab shows off It's metal claws)

Rouge: Right! The only way we could possible get on to the top of it's head is by climbing it's arms.

Sonic: When he's holding them in the middle of the air?

Rouge: Umm....

Sonic: And with those big claws on the end?

Rouge: I don't know how we're going to do it. But we must find a way.

(Sonic starts attacking it's left leg)

Rouge: What are you doing?!

Sonic: If we both attack It's legs and make It fall over....We'll have easy access to the emerald!

Rouge: Great thinking, Sonic!

(Rouge starts on the other leg, The Robo-Crab tries to stomp on them)

Rouge: It's loosing balance!

Sonic: Don't give up now!

Rouge: Believe me, Sonic! I'm not chickening out now!

Metallix's Voice: (Speaking through Robo-Crab) Sonic....Rouge....Surrender!



Sonic & Rouge: Never!

Metallix's Voice: (Speaking through Robo-Crab)So be it!

(an army of normal-sized Hermit Crabs devours the beach -- The army is so large that the ground goes
crimson and the Tornado is srrounded by a thick layer)

Sonic: Ouch! Ouch! OW!! The're pinching me! YOWCH!

(Rouge carries him on top of a giant tree trunk and leaves him there. She then goes to the fallen over
Robo-Crab and tries to pull the emerald from it's head)

Rouge: Ugh! Ugh! It... wont.... budge!

Sonic: It cant be that hard! Pull harder!

Rouge: The crabs are pinching me! HI-YAAAAAAAAAAAAA-EEE-YAAAAAAA-EEEE-YAAAAA!!!!!!!

POP!

Rouge: It's out!

(The big whole left in it's head begins to open wider and a beam of light shines out of it)

Sonic: What now!!??

Rouge: Why don't you get your @$$ of that tree and take a look!

Sonic: Not with that thick layer of Hermit Crabs!

(5 Robo-Crabs emerge from the whole and start shooting lazers everywhere making Hermit Crabs fly all
over the place like a fog)

Rouge: AAAHH!! A Hermit Storm!!!

Sonic: Ouch they keep hitting me!!

Rouge: Run towards the tornado!

(They get inside bruised and tired)

Rouge: You drive!

Sonic: I can't see! Hermit Crabs are hitting against the windscreen! It's just a fog of crabs!

Rouge: Than barge through it!!



Sonic: Alright!!! REEEEAAAADYYY????!!?!?!?!

VRROOOOM!!!!

BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK!
BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH!
CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH!
CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH!
CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH!
CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH!
CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH!
CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH!
CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! BONK! BASH! CRASH! (continues)

Sonic: CAN YOU HEAR THAT!?

Rouge: WHAT!!??

Sonic: CAN YOU HEAR THAT!??

Rouge: Ear? What about my ear?

BONK! (Crashing ends)

Rouge: We're now through the layer of Crabs! One Emerald richer!

(Chameezeedroid appears in a whiff of flame)

Chameezeedroid: Congratulations boys and girls! You survived Metallix's ultimate test merely by finding
your connections to one an other.

Rouge: Thanks, Flames!

Sonic: Are you two acting like friends?!?!

Rouge: NO! Of course not! Buut.....I bought him a present none the less!

(She gives him the silver Chaos Emerald)

Chameezeedroid: Thank you! You just need the purpl one now! That's in Tokyo!

Sonic: Tokyo? Maybe we might be able to visit Ryu while we're there

Chameezeedroid: Sure! But the emerald comes first, Okay?

Sonic & Rouge: OKAY!!!



(Chameezeedroid does his smile and dissapears)

Rouge: Damn smile!...Who's Ryu, anyway?

Sonic: An old friend! I never known him that long but he went through so much after what happened to
his sister. I sure hope he's okay!

Rouge: I'm sure we'll discover!!
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Chapter 16: Tokyo City

Sonic: We're almost there. I'll start to decsend!

Rouge: Cool! How long will it take to decsend?

Sonic: Not long...a few minutes.

Rouge:So this Ryu, guy. He knew Tails and Knuckles as well I presume.

Sonic: Yeah! His siter Yoko was one of the three people chosen to deeat Eggman after everyone
thought me, Knuckles and Tails were dead.

Rouge: I see. When you were presumed dead, Chameezeedroid bought in three more replacements.
Who were they other than Yoko?

Sonic: There were two others. Zasalus and Latte.

Rouge: Hey I know Latte. I used to hang around with him way back! He's Cream's brother right?

Sonic: Right...well he was.

Rouge: Huh?

Sonic: All three of them died in our final battle against eggman. Ryu returned to Tokyo. No-One's heard
from him since...

Rouge: Oh No....I'm sorry.

Sonic: It's not your fault, Rouge. Yu weren't even there.

Rouge: Yeah I know but still, my old frined Latte is dead.

BOOM!

Sonic: We landed!

(They get out of the vehicle, they see Ryu's face peering out of a window, Ryu runs out of his house to
greet Sonic)

Ryu: Sonic!!



Sonic: Ryu!!

(The two have a brief friendly hug)

Sonic: Good to see you!

Ryu: And you...where are your friends, Knuckles and Tails?

Sonic: They got kidnapped by Eggman...

Ryu: And you picked up her?

Sonic: Yeah. We're gunna re-unite all the emeralds. We only have one more.

Ryu: The purple emerald? I have it at mine! I looked for emeralfs while you were away in case you would
ever return so I could give them to you.

Rouge: Okay, Ryu! Is it in your house over there?

Ryu: Yes indeed it us. Come, come! I will now show you.

(The three of them go inside Ryu's house)

(Scene Change -- Meanwhile at Metallix's Ship)

Metallix: Bow down to me, Vector!

Vector: Never!

Metallix: Tell us where the Master Emerald is or we'll torture you and your gang!

Vector: Where are they?

Metallix: Starving in the prison with Omega, Shadow, Tails and Knuckles.

Vector: Give them back!

Metallix: Only if you reveal to me the location of the emerald.

Vector: I can't do that!

Metallix: So be it! ROBO-GENERAL!!

(Robo-General enters)

Metallix: Take him to the prison!
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Chapter 17: Ryu's House

(In Ryus' House, the three of them are all sitting at the table drinking coffee. Ryu Passes it across the
table)

Ryu: This is it.

Rouge: This emerald is a pretty one.

Ryu: Yes. The purple emerald was connected to a ring. Took me ages to disconnect it.

Sonic: Where did you find the ring? (slurps coffee)

Ryu: At a jewellers down the road. He seemed to think it was a rare type of Amythyst. (Gulps Coffee)

Sonic: That's the second Jeweller we've encountered. It's amazing how many people think the're jewels.

Ryu: I've kept it here all this time...somehow I knew you'd return. (Gulps coffee)

Rouge: How come? (Gulps down coffee and wipes her mouth)

Ryu: It was a feeling...from deep down. I've been thinking a lot about all you guys. Why do you need the
emralds anyway? I thought you had defeated Eggman. (Takes his last gulp of coffee)

Sonic: We have. (Finishes coffee) It's not Eggman this time.

Ryu: Then who could it be?

Rouge: Metallix.

Ryu: Metallix? He's --

Sonic: Dead? That's what we thought. Apparantly that explosion only weakened him.

Ryu: I see. Good luck to both of you.

Rouge: Yeah. I guess we'd better go now.

Ryu: Farewell Sonic and...?

Rouge: Rouge!



Ryu: Farewell Sonic and Rouge.

(ust as the're about to goa window smashes)

Rouge: Embrace yourselves guys we're under attack

Sonic: What could it be?

(A giant metal Scorpion climbs through the window

Eggorpion: I AM THE EGG-ORPION! UNDER THE NAME OF METALLIX -- HAND OVER THAT
EMERALD!!

Rouge: No more Egg-Monsters!! Egg-Man is dead! Your true master has been defeated. Can you not
see by serving Metallix you are bringing along your own destruction?

Sonic: Nice speech, Rouge. But I got a funny feeling that he didn't come here to talk.

Rouge: I think you may be right.

Sonic: C'mon let's go!

(Ryu draws a Katana)

Ryu: I'm ready, you ready?

Sonic: I''m ready, you ready?

Rouge: I'm ready! Let's go!!
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Chapter 18: The Purple Chaos Emerald

(Ryu attacks with his Katana numerous times)

Ryu: HIII-YAAAA!!

(Sonic runs supersonic speedaround the room to build up power causing a blueforcefield that comes
down Eggorpion)

Sonic: Alright!

Eggorpion: AAAAHHH!!!

Rouge: My turn!

(Rouge causes supersonic waves with her wings that flip over the Eggoprion)

Eggorpion: NO!!!

(Thousands of Egs scatter around the room produced by the Eggorpion.)

Sonic, Rouge and Ryu: What the!?

(The Eggs all hatch and lots of baby Eggorpions cover the ground and block the way out)

Sonic: Great! Now what!

(The baby Eggorpions swarm over the mother and devour it leaving no trace they then all grow full size)

Sonic: I can't see a thing! I'm swimming under a thick layer of Egg-Orpions!

Rouge: Sonic? Where are you! Because I'm drowning under a thick layer of Eggorpions

Ryu: Where are you two? Wherever you are -- pretend your underwater. swim through them and use our
arms to push them out of the way.

(They all begin swimming until they meet together in the center of Eggorpion pool)

Sonic: Hi!

Rouge: The only way we can get out is by swimming to the surface.



Sonic: Hey where's the emerald?

Rouge: You lost it?

Sonic: Hey, I thought you had it

Ryu: It's on the table at the bottom of this abyss.

Rouge: We'll have to swim to the bottom then

(They slowly swim)

Sonic: Aww, Man! My arms are killing me, Rouge!

Ryu: Ouch! I hit the bottom!

Rouge: You did? Great!

Sonic: He has! I can see the emerald! surround by all those dead Eggorpions.

Rouge:The're dead? That would explain why the're not stinging us. they've probably stang each other to
death.

Sonic: Here's the emrald

(Ryu gives Sonic the emerald. Sonic gives it to Rouge)

Rouge: Now lets' swim to the surface.....

Ryu: I can do butterfly! It's much faster. You two grab my arms and I'll use it to get to the top!

(Ryu grabs them both and swims them to the surface)

Sonic: Great! Now we're standing on top of a four foot layer of dead Eggorpions!

Rouge: At least we're not swimming in them now!

Sonic: Good point!

Ryu: Farewell you two! I will now clean up my house from all these Robots!

(Rouge and Sonic swim down to the dorr to Ryu's house and open it. They then get pushed out of the
door alongwith hundreds of Eggorpions)

Sonic: We're out! Only the street has dead robots all over it!

Rouge: We're fine!



(They both go inside the Tornado and take off)
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Chapter 19: Visits from the Gods

(Sonic and Rouge are in the cockpit of the Tornado, Chameezeedroid joins them)

Chameezeedroid: Well done. That scene was pretty dramatic.

Sonic: Hey, Flames!

Rouge: I guess we better head towards Metallix for the Final Battle! I'm really Nervous!!

Chameezeedroid: Yes, the fate of your friends is in the hands of you two alone. The fate of the world is
in the hands of your friends.

Sonic: No riddles, please.

Chameezeedroid: Metallix and his Robo-General will stop at nothing to defeat you! You cannot allow
anything to go wrong. I will now return to you all eight of the emeralds! They will float in the air and follow
you to Metallix and there you can use their might! Rainbow....Dark
Blue....Red....Green....Gold....Silver....Light Blue....and Purple

(The Rainbow, Purple, Red and Light Blue emeralds hover next to Rouge and the Green, Gold, Silver
and Light Blue emralds hover by Sonic)

Sonic: Thanks Chameezeedroid.

Chameezeedroid: I don't think you have called me that before!

(They all smile)

Rouge: Well you can't blame him. You have a long name.

Chameezeedroid: Because you are so near the end of your quest....all of us gods have words to say.

(Five gods appear on the Tornado, Zeus, Zethus, Posiedon, Hades, and Alicia)

Zeus: I am Zeus, The god of thunder bolts and joy. I would like to tell you that i hope you deeat this
madman, Metallix. I fear he will destroy the beautiful world us gods have spent so long to create. He
cannot be allowed to do this. I bring you two the gift of good luck!

Zethus: I am Zethus, The God of Horglassess and watches, I agree with my colleague Zeus and I know
Chameezeedroid has done well in guiding you this far, I bring you both the gift of Good memory.



Posiedon: I am Posiedon, God of the Ocaens and God of the Seas, You have done extremely well to
gain all those emeralds. I bring you both a most excellent gift! A gift to control the waters of this world!!!

Hades: I am Hades, God of the dead and God of the underworld. Some know me as Osiris. But that is
irrelavent to the moment. I would like to give you a gift to help you defeat Metallix. He is growing way too
powerful. The gift I give you is to be able to create Holograms of those who are deceased...to fool your
enemies.

Alicia:: I am Alicia, goddess of Love and Goddess of Romance. Only I control the power of the strongest
force on this earth of which no-one can put aside...yes I too, like my colleagues wish you the best. Our
gifts will no longer work once Metallix has been defeated. So I hope you use them well. And so....the
temporary gift I pass on to you two...Is the gift to make anyone fall in love with you. This abililty may only
be used once as everyone in this world only has one person cut out for them.

Chameezeedroid: Yes, All of us hope you defeat Metallix, use these gifts wisely, the both of you. And
when your at Metallix's Ship head towards room 21

Rouge: We will.

Sonic: Oh and thanks for everything, Chameezeedroid. You've really becoem a true friend.

Rouge: Yes! Thank you All!

All Gods: Goodbye, Sonic! Goodbye Rouge!....and....Good luck!!

(All six of them dissapear)

BONK!

Sonic: We've landed in the port of Metallix's ship!
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Chapter 20: The Final Chapter

(In Metallix's Ship, Sonic and Rouge are searching with floating emeralds following them)

Sonic: How do we get through the door to the main chamber of his ship?

Rouge: hmmm....Look! there's a code thing there. We just need to press the right combination .

Sonic: But we don't know the code!

Rouge: I know we don't. We could guess and use our good luck blessing!

Sonic: Nice Plan! How do we use our good luck blessing, Anyway?

Rouge: Hmmm...Let's try! IN THE NAME OF THE GODS WE USE OUR GOOD LUCK BLESSING!

(Stars surround them)

Sonic: I think It's worked)

(Rouge presses random buttons on the Code Breaker and the door to the main chamber opens)

Rouge: Now that was lucky!

Sonic: Hey, you opened the door! Thanks!

Rouge: Thank Zeus! The only thing is we used up our first gift.

Sonic: It had to go eventually.

(They go down the corridoors past many labled doors)

Sonic: Room 15....Room 16....Room 17. Which room are we supposed to go in.

Rouge: I'm sure Chameezeedroid told us!

Sonic: How are we supposed to remember? That's what I'd like to know!

Rouge: Memory...That was a gift I'm sure!

Sonic: C'mon then! Don't say the words let me make a cool spech this time, Rouge!



Rouge: Okaaaaay!

Sonic: In the name of the gods we use our good memory blessing!

DING-DING-DING-DING!!

Rouge: I remember now!

Sonic: Yeah! So do I

Sonic & Rouge: Room 21!!!

(Sonic and Rouge head towards Room 21 and open the door inside they get taken to another corridoor
where they encounter Robo-General)

Sonic & Rouge: It's Robo-General!!

(He shows off martial art moves with his spear)

Rouge: I have an idea!

Sonic: What's that? Kickin his @$$? Coz that's mine!

Rouge: No! IN THE NAME OF THE GODS WE USE OUR CONTROLLING WATER BLESSING!!

(Rouge moves hir arm and a huge tidal wave covers the Robo-General causing him to explode)

Sonic: What happened?

Rouge: Can't you remember anything? Robots don't like water! We discovered that on Volcano Island!

Sonic: Cool! Let's just keep going.

(At the end of the corridoor in Room 21 they come to a door. They go through to a room where they see
Metallix sitting on his throne at the other end of the room. Vector, Charmy, Espio, Mighty, Omega, Tails,
Shadow, and Knuckles are chained against the walls)

Tails: SONIC!!

Shadow: Rouge!? What are you doing here?

Rouge & Sonic: Don't worry guys!

(Rouge and Sonic begin to walk up to Metallix when a giant Egg-Bot comes in between them and blocks
the way.)

Sonic: Why don't we make him fall in love with us Rouge?



Rouge: Good thinking Sonic!

Sonic: In the name of the Gods, We use our love-at-first-sight blessing on the Eggbot!

Egg-Bot: I WILL SERVE MY LOVE!

Rouge: That's what I like to hear!

Metallix: What? No?

Sonic: You have no allies now! Egg-Bot's on our side!

Egg-Bot: YEAH! I LOVE MY NEW MASTERS!

(Metallix takes a tep back from Sonic, Rouge and Egg-Bot)

Rouge: (whispered) In the neame of the gods I use the summon hologram ability, I summon a hologram
of...Eggman!

(Eggman appears)

Metallix: Eggman!

Eggman: Yes! I have returned! I will now get my rule back!

Metallix: No!

Sonic: (whispering to Rouge) Why Eggman? Now we have two baddies to deal with!

Rouge: (Whispering to Sonic) Trust me! Remember! Once Metallix is defeated all the effects from the
blessings will go...that means Eggman's Hologram will dissapear as well.

Eggman: NOW I WILL DEFEAT YOU METALLIX!! AND GET BACK MY RULE!! MUAHAHAHAHAHA!

(Metallix slashes Eggmans' head off)

BOOM!

(Eggman Explodes, all the locks break and free Vector, Chamy, Espio, Omega, Tails, Knuckles, and
Shadow, they all run to Sonic, Egg-Bot and Rouge)

Charmy: Hey we're free!

Sonic: Looks like we'll have to use the Chaos Emeralds to defeat Metallix!

Metallix: Hah! Luckily I invented a Chaos Emerald Magnet!



(Metallix gets out a Magnet and all the emeralds come towards him)

Everyone (except Metallix): NO!!!

Metallix: Yes!!

Ryu's Voice: Not so fast! You can't do this Metallix!!

Knuckles: Ryu?

(Ryu emerges from the smoke holding the Master Emerald and joins the others)

Ryu: I wont let you!

Sonic: GO RYU!!

Rouge: The Master Emerald! We're saved!

Knuckles: The Master Emerald is more powerful than all the other emeralds combined.

(Ryu holds the Master Emerald in the Air, It glows White and all the other Emeralds hover around it
causing a massive ray of light to be shot right towards Metallix)

ZAP!!

Metallix: What is this? AAAAHHH!!! NOOOOOOO!!!! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO --

BANG!!

(Metallix explodes into lots of knuts and bolts)

Everyone: WE DID IT!!

(The six gods appear)

Gods: Well done!!! You have saved the world once again!!

(Chameezeedroid walks forward)

Chameezeedroid: Sonic, Knuckles, Tails, Rouge, Shadow, Omega, Egg-Bot, Vector, Espio, Charmy and
Mighty! You have all worked together and earned a place in our hearts! We will reserve a space for you
all in Mount Olympus for when you die you can join us. You are now officialy the greatest hero's of all
time. And all of us Major Gods have come to congratulate you.

Omega: THANK YOU!!



Shadow: Humph! It is you who should be congratulated, I'd say.

Rouge: Yeah, Chameezeedroid! We couldn't have asked for a better guide!

(The next day they return home and are given a hero's welcome)

Amy: LOOK!

Cream: LOOK!

Big: LOOK EVERYBODY! THE HERO'S HAVE RETURNED! YAAAAY!!

(The whole village cheers as elleven hero's emerge from the horizon)

(Amy runs towards Sonic and kisses him)

Amy: You are victorious?

(Sonic nods a yes)

Amy: Rejoice!

(A big celebration takes place on the streets with the gods looking over proudly, ribbons are thrown in
the air, an orchestra is playing cheerful melodies. The whole Village watches as elleven heroes joined by
Amy, Cream and Big go on the stage. They all pass a peace symbol in a crystal ball along from each
other until Sonic get's it Sonic lifts it up in the air and everyone cheers. Everyone is happy as the age of
peace has finally come)

THE END
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